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Many theorists have dismissed a priori the idea that distributional
information
could play a significant
role in syntactic category acquisition.
We demonstrate
empirically that such information
provides a powerful cue to syntactic category
membership,
which can be exploited by a variety of simple, psychologically
plausible mechanisms.
We present a range of results using a large corpus of
child-directed
speech and explore their psychological implications.
While our
results show that a considerable amount of information
concerning the syntactic categories can be obtained from distributional
information
alone, we stress
that many other sources of information
may also be potential contributors
to
the identification
of syntactic classes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the first years of life, human infants routinely

acquire language from a relatively

and partial body of evidence. Yet, from a computational
progress in explaining

how this feat can be accomplished,

there has been relatively

little constraint

1989), partly because many theoretically

linguistic

input or maturation

tional problems

involved

are thankfully

in acquiring

even in principle.

offered by the empirical

(Ingram,

relevant

prohibited

noisy

point of view, there has been little
Furthermore,

data on child language

manipulations

on the child’s

on ethical grounds. The computa-

many aspects of language
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input are indeed formidable,
knowledge

and have led many to argue that the majority

must be innate (e.g., Chomsky,

be made on providing computational
acquisition

1965). Nonetheless,

of linguistic

it may be that progress can

models of certain constrained

aspects of the language

problem.

One problem that seems particularly

tractable is modeling

tactic categories. We show that a surprisingly
informative

simple distributional

of syntactic category membership,

the CHILDES

project (MacWhinney,

how the child acquires syn-

1989; MacWhinney

range of results and explore their implications

analysis can be highly

using a corpus of adult speech taken from
& Snow, 1985). We present a

for psychological

theories

of language

acquisition.
These results show that simple distributional
of information

for identifying

evidence is a potentially

the syntactic categories

source

of words, although we stress that a

variety of other sources may also be highly informative.
priori arguments

important

Thus, despite some influential

to the contrary (e.g., Pinker, 1984), distributional

information

a

does pro-

vide a powerful cue for acquiring syntactic categories.
We begin by introducing the problem of learning words’ syntactic categories, and then
consider the range of possible sources of information that could usefully be employed in
solving this problem. We consider the difficulties involved in assessing the potential contributions

from’each of these sources, and argue that distributional

no theoretical’ primacy, are methodologically
outlining

past distributional

guage processing,

approaches

sources, whilst enjoying

the easiest to investigate

within cognitive

and assess. After

science and applied natural lan-

we present our method and report its application

to the CHILDES

cor-

pus, and the results obtained.

The Problem of Learning Syntactic Categories
Acquiring

language

involves

classifying

lexical items into syntactic

difficult problem from both the nativist and empiricist perspectives

categories.

This is a

on language acquisition.

For the strong nativist, the grammatical rules, including schematic syntactic categories,
are innate and the learner’s problem is to map the lexicon of the target language into these
categories. Clearly, there must be significant constraints on which mappings are considered. A completely unconstrained search with n items and m syntactic categories (assuming, for simplicity,
considering

that each item has a single

m" possible mappings.

syntactic

category),

would

With just 20 items and 2 syntactic categories,

already more than a million permutations.

For the empiricist,

involve
there are

the search appears more dif-

ficult still, since even the number of syntactic categories is not known a priori.
On both nativist and empiricist views, the learner must make the first steps in acquiring
syntactic categories without being able to apply constraints from knowledge of the grammar. For the empiricist, this information is simply not initially available. For the nativist,
grammatical information initially provides little constraint, since grammatical rules specify
possible relations between words under their syntactic description; this description is hard
to apply before at least an approximate solution to the mapping problem has been found.
Thus, irrespective of the role of innate knowledge of grammar in language acquisition generally, any clues to syntactic category that can be obtained from linguistic and extra-lin-
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input would appear to make this aspect of the acquisition

problem

more straightforward.

What Information is Available?
There are four main sources of information
potentially

useful in learning

in linguistic input which have been proposed as

syntax, and which, in particular,

syntactic categories. These are based on distributional
ing the linguistic
phonological

input to the situation

may be useful in learning

analysis of linguistic

or communicative

input; on relat-

context in which it occurs; on

cues to syntactic category; and on the analysis of prosody. A fifth source of

information, internal to the learner, is innate knowledge of syntactic categories (as opposed
to innate knowledge of grammar per se).

Distributional Information
Distributional

information

refers to information

about linguistic

contexts in which a word

occurs.’ Various authors (e.g., Finch & Chater, 1992; Kiss, 1973; Maratsos, 1979, 1988;
Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980; Rosenfeld, Huang, & Schneider, 1969) have suggested that
the fact that words of the same category tend to have a large number of distributional

reg-

ularities in common can be used as a cue to syntactic category. For example, Maratsos and
Chalkley (1980) noted that word roots which take the suffix -ed typically also take the suffix -s, and are verbs. Words which take the suffix -s, but not the suffix -ed, are typically
count-nouns.

The proposal is that pattenis of correlation between simple properties of word

roots can therefore be used to infer proto-word
adult word classes. Various other approaches,

classes which can later be refined to the
based on measuring

local statistics of large

corpora of language have also been proposed (e.g., Brill, Magetman, Marcus, & Santorini,
1990; Finch & Chater, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994; Marcus, 1991; Schutze, 1993), and we
shall consider these further below.
Simple distributional

methods are sometimes

UZUru.ra approach to language learning,
1959; Pinker,

associated with a general empiricist

tub-

which has been widely criticized (e.g., Chomsky,

1984). However, this is not germane in the present context, since distribu-

tional methods are not proposed as a general solution to the problem of language learning,
but rather as a possible source of information

about syntactic structure. Furthermore,

it may

be that there are innate constraints on the possible distributional analyses and learning
mechanisms which the learner can apply, and it is possible, though not necessary, that these
learning mechanisms

might be specific to language. So distributional

methods could them-

selves, in a sense, embody innate knowledge.

Semantic Bootstrapping
Grimshaw (1981). Pinker (1984) and Schlesinger (1981, 1988), though from different perspectives, propose that the mechanism for the initial classification of words makes use of a
correlation between prior semantic categories (such as object and action) in terms of which
the child already perceives the world and syntactic categories (such as noun and verb). This
means that the language learner can use knowledge

gained about word meaning

as a basis
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for an initial classification
acquisition

processes

sketch of an algorithm;
account).

of words. This provides

which ultimately
Schlesinger

a starting point for other language

lead to adult categories

(see Pinker,

[ 1981, 19881 for a general description

On the view that a set of abstract syntactic categories

1984 for a

of a different

is innately

specified, the

learner is viewed as making a tentative mapping from lexical items to these syntactic categories, using semantic information
A somewhat

different

approach,

context, is the “social/interaction”

(Pinker, 1984).2
which also stresses the importance
model (see Bruner,

1975; Nelson,

of extralinguistic
1977; Snow, 1972,

1988, for a range of views). This approach stresses the child’s communicative

intent and

the importance

with care-

of the development

givers. The pragmatic

of appropriate

communicative

relationships

purpose to which language can be put by the learner, or by caregiv-

ers, is thought to crucially

affect the course of acquisition.

Thus the correlations

between

referents such as force of request, object under consideration, and location of

pragmatic

object and syntactic categories such as verb and noun and preposition are exploited to form
initial categories (e.g., Ninio & Snow, 1988).

Phonological Constraints
Kelly (1992) has proposed that the many regularities

between the phonology

of words and

their syntactic categories can be used to acquire these categories. English disyllabic

nouns,

for example, tend to have stress on the initial syllable, while verbs have final syllable stress
(e.g., Liberman

& Prince,

1977); English

polysyllabic

(Cassidy & Kelly, 1991); English open-class
than closed-class

words (Gleitman,

Gleitman,

Landau & Wanner,

also appears to be a valuable clue (e.g., Sorenson,
English words occurring
lengthening

category

with such boundaries

(Davis, Morris & Kelly,

English and across languages,

nouns

stressed more strongly
1988). Word duration

Cooper & Paccia, 1978). For example,

clause or phrase finally are typically

affects associated

nouns are more likely to occur in these positions,
syntactic

words are predominantly

words are generally

(Lehiste,

longer in duration,

due to

1970). Since, in English,

duration can therefore serve as a cue to

1992). These and many other cues, both in

have been largely neglected in the language acquisition

ature, although they may potentially

be exploited to provide useful information

syntactic categories (see Kelly, 1992, for a survey of potential relationships

iter-

concerning
between pho-

nology and syntax). Of course, as is the case for all cues which are not universally

applica-

ble, some account

to their

of how the learner could ascertain

which cues are relevant

particular language will be required.

Prosodic Information
Prosodic

contours

provide another possible

(1981) and Hirsh-Pasek

source of constraint.

Morgan

and Newport

et al. (1987) propose that learners exploit the mutual predictability

between the syntactic phrasing of a sentence, and the way it is said (i.e., its prosodic phrasing). Consequently

if the child takes note of how something

is said, he or she has informa-

tion about the “hidden” syntactic phrasing of the sentence. This information

might provide
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clues about the syntactic properties of words in the input, and thereby constraints

on their

possible syntactic categories.

Innate Knowledge
On all views apart from tabula rasa empiricism,
of syntactic category acquisition
information

innate knowledge

can bear on the problem

in two ways. Firstly, learning mechanisms

which exploit

of any kind in the input may be innately specified or constrained.

the language-internal

relationships

considered

by a distributional

For instance,

method, or the relation-

ship between semantic features of a word (e.g., naming an object) and syntactic ones (e.g.,
being a noun) may be innately

specified. Secondly,

innate knowledge

or constraints

specify, for instance, the number of syntactic categories, or the relationships

may

between them

(for instance that closed class are fewer in number, but more frequent, whilst the converse
is true for open class words). Innate knowledge of either kind serves to constrain the search
space of the learner.

Assessing the Utility of Information Sources
In order to quantitatively

assess the amount of information

that could be gleaned by the lan-

guage learner from each of these sources, it is useful to study the linguistic
tic approaches,

extralinguistic)

(and, for seman-

input actually received by the language learner. Looking at

the structure of this input is important because some cues may seem to be very informative,
but in fact occur very rarely, while other cues, which may seem unpromising
grounds, may in practice cooccur reliably with important
It is difficult

to assess the potential

contribution

of semantic

factors in a quantitative

fashion, since it is extremely labor intensive to record the extralinguistic
with even a small amount of linguistic
description

on theoretical

aspects of syntactic structure.

input, and furthermore,

context associated

it is difficult to know what

of that context is likely to be relevant, given the general cognitive apparatus of

the language learner.
Prosodic
recorded,

information,

since it is internal

but is still labor-intensive

words) corpora of conversation
such corpora are developed,
amount of information

to the speech stream, may be more easily

to notate. There are currently

it may be possible to give a quantitative

that prosody could potentially

of

Assessing the utility of phonological
cues as indicators

assessment

of the

give the language learner. Currently,

as Jusczyk (1993) notes, the potential utility of prosodic information
mined.
of phonological

no large (millions

with detailed prosodic markings. In the future, however, if

cues is reasonably

remains to be deter-

tractable. The value of a number

of syntactic category at the level of individual

lexical

items for English have been studied (Cassidy & Kelly, 1991; Kelly & Bock, 1988), and
some work has been carried out for other languages (Kelly, 1992, notes, for example, studies on French [Tucker, Lambert, Rigault & Segalowitz, 19681, Hebrew [Levy, 19831 and
Russian [Popova, 19731). A wide range of studies of phonologically
transcribed corpora
from a variety of languages would appear both feasible and potentially illuminating (see
Shillcock, Lindsey, Levy & Chater, 1992; Cairns, Shillcock, Chater & Levy, 1995, for
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related work). There is also potential

for computational

accounts of how this information

might be utilized.
Distributional

methods can often be readily explored in practice. In particular,

semantic and prosodic approaches,
ically stored texts, represented
for English)

available

database

in almost unlimited

supply. In addition,

& Snow,

enough to provide at least some validation

1985) are available.

of the performance

and prosodic and innate knowledge)

semantic,

may be (perhaps highly) informative

may be of crucial importance

in view of the methodological

questions are very hard to investigate
consideration

of distributional

sources (including

structure and that the child may draw on them. Additionally,
tion, and their interactions

These are large
methods

developed using text corpora.

It seems entirely likely that many different

egories.3 However,

reasonably

speech, such as the Lund corpus (Svartvik & Quirk, 1980) and

(MacWhinney

which have been primarily

unlike

analysis can be conducted over electron-

purely as sequences of distinct words, and these are (at least

to researchers

large corpora of transcribed
the CHILDES

distributional

phonological
about syntactic

multiple sources of informa-

in the acquisition

considerations

of syntactic cat-

described

above, such

and we therefore restrict ourselves for the moment to

of the potential contribution

of distributional

methods in isolation.

Is the Study of Distributional Information Useful?
The usefulness of studying the potential role of distributional

information

in acquiring syn-

tactic categories can be criticized from two opposing points of view.
The first point of view is that the usefulness
tional linguistics,

of such information

syntactic categories are operationally

is obvious.

In tradi-

defined in terms of “distributional

tests,” which assume that words and phrases with similar distributions
guistic category. Probably the best known test is the “replacement

are in the same lin-

test”:

“Does a word or phrase have the same distribution (i.e., can it be replaced by) a word or
phrase of a known type? If so, then it is a word or phrase of that type” (Radford, 1988).

It seems hardly surprising

that distributional

information

is informative

about syntactic

categories, because syntactic categories are defined in terms of their distribution.4
This argument

is incorrect,

nature of the distributional

because it does not recognize

information

tion available to the child. In linguistics,
speaker intuitions
be of particular

concerning

importance.

used by linguistics,
distributional

the grammaticality

the difference

informa-

tests involve directly eliciting native

of sentences that the linguist believes to

However, the child cannot elicit judgments,

a noisy and very partial corpus of occurrences

between the

and the distributional

but must observe

of words in a limited range of specific con-

texts. Moreover, the linguist typically assumes that the category of all other words used in
test sentences to be fixed and known, whereas the child must initially begin assigning
tactic categories to words with no prior knowledge

syn-

of the syntactic category of any word.

Indeed, the problem for the child is so much harder that it has led theorists to propose the
second objection:
for acquiring

That distributional

syntactic categories.

information

cannot provide any useful information
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Perhaps the most influential

attack on the usefulness

of distributional

information

is

provided by Pinker (1984), who presents four lines of argument.5
First, Pinker argues that relationships
structure of language

cannot be usefully

that the vast number

of possible

analysis is likely to overwhelm

which are apparent to the learner in the surface
exploited

relationships

by distributional

methods. He claims

that might be included

in a distributional

learning mechanism

in a combinatorial

any distributional

explosion.
Second, he claims, easily observable
uninformative:

“Most linguistically

structure configurations,

properties of the input are in general linguistically

relevant properties

syntactic categories,

are abstract, pertaining

grammatical

relations,

to phrase

. . . but these abstract
. . . the

properties are just the ones that the child cannot detect in the input prior to learning
properties that the child can detect in the input-such
and cooccurrence

relations

among

words-are

as the serial positions and adjacency
in general

linguistically

irrelevant”,

(Pinker, 1984 p. 49-50).
Third, Pinker argues that “even looking for correlations
properties is unnecessarily

among linguistically

wasteful, for not only do languages

and not others, they sanction only certain types of correlations
Fourth, Pinker proposes that “spurious

correlations”

relevant

use only certain properties
among those properties.”

will arise in local samples of the

input. For example, the child could hear the sentences John eats meat, John eats slowly,
and the meat is good and then conclude that the slowly is good is a possible English sentence (Pinker, 1984).
None of these arguments
rial explosion

are persuasive.

assumes that distributional

Pinker’s first point, the danger of a combinato-

learning mechanisms

will blindly search for rela-

tionships between a vast range of properties. While this may be a fair criticism of early,
unimplemented
distributional proposals (e.g., Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980) the kinds of
learning mechanisms that contemporary researchers have considered and implemented
tend to focus on highly specific properties of the input. The case studies below indicate that
even very simple and easily observable

properties (such as cooccurrence

statistics) can be

highly informative.
Pinker’s
relevance.”

second point above relies on equivocation
Uncontroversially,

generative

guage in terms of serial position,

over what is meant by “linguistic

grammar does not capture the structure of lan-

adjacency

and cooccurrence

relations.

However, this is

not to say that such relations are not linguistically relevant, in that they carry useful information about the structure of language. Indeed, contrary to Pinker’s assertion, all three of
the examples he gives can provide information about a word’s syntactic category, for
English at least. The utility of distributional
tigating

language

acquisition,

learning mechanisms,

is that they allow empirical

should be clear from the above, a priori intuitions
Pinker’s

third point

starts from reasonable

as a technique for inves-

tests of such assertions.

As

on such matters cannot be trusted.
premises.

As languages

vary in many

respects, it seems likely that different learning mechanisms will be recruited, and that their
contributions might differ from one language to the next. But this cannot be condemned as
“unnecessarily
wasteful.” Since the child is able to learn any language, but in actual fact
generally faces only one, its learning apparatus is “wasteful” by necessity. Even a strict
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universal

grammar account is “wasteful,”

in that almost all of the space of possible param-

eter settings will go unused.
Pinker’s fourth point may be a fair criticism

of early and underspecified

proposals. An important aim in the study of distributional
such spurious generalizations.
distributional

analysis,

The fact that a brittle and extraordinarily

which draws conclusions

and empirical

assessment

of more sophisticated

is to avoid

naive approach to

from single examples,

errors is not a valid argument against the entire class of distributional
consideration

distributional

learning mechanisms

falls prey to such

approaches.

approaches

Without

such objections

are premature.
In the light of these strongly contrasting
tional information
question,

in acquiring

a priori views concerning

the utility of distribu-

syntactic categories, there seems to be a genuine empirical

which can only be addressed

nisms can extract useful information

by analyzing
about syntactic

whether plausible
categories

learning

mecha-

from corpora of child-

directed language. Before reporting our own research, we outline previous work conceming distributional

learning methods of potential psychological
Relevant Distributional

A number of existing methods are concerned
tion. These originated
cally motivated
historically

in linguistics,

computational

important

with the analysis of distributional

research.

We first discuss

program in linguistics,

informa-

and psychologi-

distributional

analysis

as a

and then turn to more recent computational
statistical methods.6

Analysis in Linguistics

The distributional
nant linguistic

Approaches

applied natural language processing

work, using neural networks and straightforwardly
Distributional

relevance.

approach to linguistics

(e.g., Fries, 1952; Harris, 1954) was the domi-

approach before the Chomskyan

revolution.

The distribution

of a linguistic

(Harris, 1954, p. 146). In the puritem was taken to be “.. the sum of all its environments.”
est form, the distributional view saw linguistics as the project of describing the structural
relationship
classifying

between linguistic

items and their contexts. This involved, among other things,

together linguistic items which can occur in the same environments

Distributional

or contexts.

linguists were interested in the discovery of language structure from cor-

pora, purely from the point of view of providing
tics; they did not consider

that this approach

a rigorous methodology

for field linguis-

might have any relationship

to language

acquisition in children. Indeed, Harris and others assumed that behaviorist psychology
would account for language acquisition and use and that such matters were not the business
of linguistics.
It was assumed that linguistic

methodology

could proceed from the isolation

of pho-

nemes, to the uncovering of morphological and thence syntactic structure. These procedures were useful heuristic guides rather than algorithms (though see Harris, 1955). Aside
from the degree of formalization, these methods differ from more recent work in several
respects. First, they abstracted away from all frequency information-rare
contexts were
rated equally with common ones, since the goal was to describe the possible structural rela-
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tionships in language, rather than those which happen to be the most frequent. Second, distributional
consider

linguists

conceived

it in a psychological

of language

as an external

or computational

cultural

product,

and did not

context. Third, they were unable to test

their methods except with very small samples of language,

since long and tedious analysis

had to be conducted by hand.
After the development

of generative

grammar, distributional

linguistics

was justly crit-

icized on a number of grounds (e.g., Chomsky,

1964), including

doctrines

lack of formal rigor, a failure to properly

such as behaviorism

and positivism,

deal with syntax, and an over-restrictive

definition

connections

of linguistics,

with dubious

which ruled out seman-

tics, and any psychological aspects of language. We suspect that the bad name of distributional linguistics has led many researchers to discount the possibility that distributional
information

of any sort can have any bearing on language and language acquisition.

shall see below, the possibility

As we

should not be so readily discounted.

Neural Network Approaches
The most influential

neural network approach to learning the structure of sequential

rial (which here refers to the prediction
rent networks
McClelland,

(SRNs)

mate-

of the next item in a sequence) uses simple recur-

due to Elman

(1990,

1991; Cleeremans,

1989). One of the most impressive

Servan-Schreiber

&

properties of SRNs is that they appear to

assign similar hidden unit patterns to items which have the same syntactic

category in a

simple grammar. Elman (1990) trained an SRN to predict the next item in an input
sequence (the sequence was generated by a grammar containing 29 lexical items, 12 syntactic categories,
concatenated

and 16 rules, which generated two and three word sentences,

without punctuation).

item were appropriately

When the hidden unit activations

averaged and subjected to cluster analysis7

cation reflected many of the distinctions
grammar.

associated with each
the resulting

categories of small artificial languages

network to produce a topographic

texts in which an item occurs and a 2-dimensional

mapping between the distribution
space (Ritter & Kohonen,

Scholtes, 1991a, 1991b). The results show that items with the same linguistic
to lie in neighboring

classifi-

between syntactic category present in the original

Another approach to learning the linguistic
a competitive

which were

uses

of con-

1989, 1990;
category tend

regions of the space.

In order to undertand what aspects of the input these methods are picking up, Chater and
Conkey (1992, 1993; see also Conkey, 1991) compared the output of a cluster analysis on
hidden unit patterns in an SRN and a cluster analysis of a simple distributional statistic of
the training set. They proposed that, since the SRN’s goal is prediction, its hidden unit values will reflect the distribution

of probabilities

associated

with each possible

next item.

Chater and Conkey recorded the number of times each successor followed the target item,
in each context, and then averaged across contexts, as before. This is equivalent to simply
recording the number of occurrences of each successor to each target item. These sets of
probabilities were used in place of the averaged hidden unit patterns, and were clustered as
before. The resulting classification was extremely close to that obtained from the SRN
analysis. This outcome suggests that the average hidden unit pattern in the SRN associated
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with a lexical item reflects the distributional
set: that is, the distribution

of probabilities

statistic measured directly from the training
of each possible continuation.’

Both the SRN and Kohonen network have two limitations:
1.

It has not yet been possible scale up from very small artificial data sets to deal with real
linguistic data. For example, in SRNs learning becomes extremely inefficient and
slow, if it occurs at all, as vocabulary increases and the language become more complex, since prediction becomes more difficult (Chater & Conkey, 1993).

2.

The linguistic categories are implicit within these networks, and can only be revealed
using a subsequent cluster analysis. Thus, a significant amount of the computational
work in approximating syntactic categories is not performed by the network itself.
Scaling is not so problematic,

however, if simple distributional

directly from the training set. Collecting
the training

set, and scaling problems

statistics are collected

such statistics requires only a single pass through

which are related to the minimization

of prediction

error are avoided. In contrast, the SRN required 50 passes through an input of 2,700 items
with the simple grammar (Elman,

1990), and a significant

fail to train successfully

1991).

(Conkey,

proportion

of simulations

may

Statistical Approaches to Language Learning
A number of direct statistical methods have been proposed which relate to the problem of
finding syntactic categories. The problem of learning linguistic
evant to a number of aspects of practical natural language
Rosenfeld,

Huang and Schneider

categories generally is rel-

systems. An early example is

(1969) who applied cluster analysis to simple distribu-

tional statistics for small corpora. The upsurge of interest in statistical methods in computational linguistics

(Chat&&,

1993) has led to a range of approaches

using very large text

corpora (e.g., Brill, 1991; Church, 1987; Garside, Leech, & Sampson,
Marcus, 1991; Schutze, 1993). The main aim of these approaches
deriving

linguistically

suggestive,

coherent categories

is not a primary goal. Hence, this work, while

does not directly explore the extent to which syntactic

could be derived from distributional
studies have, however, explicitly

1985; Kupiec, 1992;

is practical utility, and
category information

evidence in language acquisition.

A small number of

aimed at assessing the potential contribution

of distribu-

tional information.
Kiss (1973) described

a complicated

like terms, but implemented
ditional probabilities

model of category acquisition,

purely statistically.

in neural-network

He performed cluster analysis on the con-

of the successors to each target word (this is very similar to the anal-

ysis of Chater and Conkey,

1993, above). Using a 15,000 word sample corpus of mother-

to-child speech, where the children were between 8 and 35 months in age, and considering
only 31 high-to-medium

frequency words, the classification

ysis showed clear groupings
clusters

contained

resulting from the cluster anal-

for nouns, verbs, and adjectives,

prepositions,

pronouns,

available corpora, and computational
work.

and determiners.

whilst three less clear-cut
Due to both limitations

of

resources, Kiss was unable to extend this promising
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Wolff (1976, 1977, 1988) has proposed that aspects of acquisition
using a distributional
small artificial

analysis to find frequently

grammars

sented as continuous

occurring

(e.g., 2 or 3 word sentences,

sequences

can be modelled by
in the input. Using

with a 12 word vocabulary,

strings of letters) and very small, simple, natural language

shows that these frequent

‘chunks’ correspond

neural network approaches,

to linguistically

meaningful

pre-

texts, he

units. Like the

this method does not appear to scale up readily to more realis-

tic natural language input.
Results from both neural network and statistical distributional
gestive but have not demonstrated

the utility of distributional

guistic input. We show below, however,
provide information
and therefore
identifying

concerning

that distributional

analyses have been sug-

information

that this kind of approach

for realistic lin-

can be extended

to

syntactic categories even for very large and rich corpora,
analysis

is a potentially

useful source of information

in

words’ syntactic categories.

A New Distributional Approach
We aim to demonstrate

that words’ distributional

properties can be highly informative

of

syntactic category and argue that this information can be extracted by some psychologically plausible mechanisms. We propose that using distributional information concerning
syntactic categories involves three stages:
1.
2.
3.

Measuring the distribution of contexts within which each word occurs.
Comparing the distributions of contexts for pairs of words.
Grouping together words with similar distributions of contexts.

We shall consider each of these below.

Measuring the Distribution of Each Word
Collecting

distributional

information

involves

collecting

information

about contexts

which words occur. What should count as a “context” for a word? The promising

in

results

obtained both by Kiss and SRNs suggest that a useful notion of context may be defined
simply in terms of the distribution of words which occur near the target word. Where Kiss
used only immediate successors, we consider a range of different contexts below. Broader
notions of context have also been used-for
example, Lund and Burgess (1996) considered
items in a large “window” around the target word, weighted by their nearness to the target
(although their method was aimed at providing information relating to semantic rather than
syntactic properties of words).
The cooccurrence

measures between pairs of items in some fixed relationship

consider are traditionally

that we

known as bigram statistics. These statistics9 are very straightfor-

ward to measure, and are appropriate in the present case because they do not presuppose
any knowledge of syntactic structure (which even if possessed, cannot be applied initially,
as argued above).
A record of such statistics can be viewed as a contingency table. The rows and columns
of the table are indexed respectively by a set of target words (the items whose distributions
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are being measured) and a set of context words (the items which are considered
Each cell of the table records the number
curred in the appropriate

of times that the relevant

as context).

context word cooc-

position (e.g., as the next word) with respect to the target word.

For example, given the input the cow jumped over the moon, where jumped was the current target word, the cells indexed by (jumped, the), Cjumped, cow), (jumped, over), and
(jumped, the), would be incremented

in the contingency

tables corresponding

to, respec-

tively, the previous but one word, the previous word, the next word, and the next but one
word.
It is not necessary

(or even desirable)

input in order to provide useful information.

to record these statistics for every word in the
From a psychological

perspective,

in the early

stages of syntactic category acquisition, it seems unlikely that a syntactic category will be
assigned to every word in the child’s input, particularly given that the child’s vocabulary is
very limited. It may also be computationally

appropriate to focus on a small number of tar-

get words in order to provide more reliable distributional
essarily complex computation.

information

and to avoid unnec-

Moreover, it may be appropriate to be even more restrictive

with respect to the set of context words (over which frequency

distributions

are observed).

This is because each target word may occur in a relatively small number of contexts, and
only the most frequent words in these contexts will provide reliable frequency information.
In the analyses below, we explore the effects of varying the size of the sets of target and
context words.
Once the bigram statistics have been collected, the row of the contingency
sponding to each target word forms a vector representation
the context words in the relevant

position,

of

which we shall term a context vector. Where

more than one position

of context

immediately

words), a representation

succeeding

table corre-

of the observed distribution

is considered

preceding

and

of the overall observed distribution

(e.g., the immediately

can

be formed simply by stringing together the context vectors from the contingency
each position.

tables for

Comparing the Distributions of Pairs of Words
The overall context vector for each target word can be thought of as a point in a space of
possible distributions of contexts. In line with the replacement test, we might expect words
with the same syntactic category to have similar distributions (i.e., to lie close together in
the space). In order to exploit any information regarding syntactic categories some measure
of similarity between distributions is required.
There are several candidate measures for vector similarity which give results in quite
good agreement with standard linguistic intuitions. In the CHILDES experiment that we
report below, we use the Spearman rank correlation coefficient, p, between the context
vectors of target words, which produced the most satisfactory results.
Since the rank correlation between two vectors is in the range [-l,l] and negative distance is meaningless, we used an appropriate resealing of values into the range [O,l]. We
have also used a variety of other measures (Euclidean distance, information-theoretic
divergence, Pearson’s and Kendall’s correlation statistics etc., see Finch [1993] for
details).
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The Rank correlation

measure may be the most successful because it is a robust measure

which makes no assumptions
(Hettmansperger,

about the underlying

1984). This distribution

between points on some dimensions
other differences

if parametric

large differences

are inevitable,

extremely

skewed distribution

linguistic

terms, the distribution

distinct

regions
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structure of the set of points in the space

is non-normal

and the absolute

differences

can be very large, which may potentially

measures are used (e.g., Euclidean
as bigram frequencies,

distance).

swamp all

In fact, these

like word frequencies,

have an

they follow Zipf s [ 19351 law). Intuitively,

(specifically,

is non-normal,

of the space (corresponding,

in

since the items tend to be clumped within
to some extent,

to syntactic

categories).

Again, it is intuitively apparent that some elements of the vectors will be orders of magnitude larger than others, reflecting the fact that some words appear in almost stereotyped
relationships

(e.g., ofthe, in the, ofa).

Given some means of comparing
in the space of possible distributions

the similarity

of distributions

of words (i.e., distances

of context) this measure can serve straightforwardly

as a cue to whether two words belong to the same syntactic category. The more similar the
words’distributions

(context vectors), the more likely that they are members

category. Although

the relationship

membership
exploited

will almost certainly

(and combined

of the same

between distance in the space and syntactic category
not be perfect, even an imperfect

relationship

with other cues) in order to provide information

can be

about syntactic

category membership.

Grouping Together Words with Similar Distributions
According

to standard linguistic

theory, syntactic categories have rigid boundaries.

fore, the goal of syntactic category acquisition

ries. This would require some kind of non-hierarchical
space. According

to alternative

linguistic

There-

is to assign words to these discrete categoclassification

analyses (e.g., Taylor,

over the similarity

1989), linguistic

catego-

ries may have a prototype structure. On this view, the goal of acquisition is to decide to
what extent each lexical item is “noun-like,” “verb-like” and so on. Thus, a discrete partitioning of the lexicon would not be appropriate.

Finally,

exemplar-based

tive processes would suggest that many linguistic generalizations
similarity of novel items to “neighboring”
items, in a similarity

views of cogni-

may be based on the
space (e.g., Nakisa &

Hahn, 1996). According to this viewpoint, there is no need for any explicit syntactic categories to be formed. We remain neutral with respect to these theoretical viewpoints. However, in order to examine the extent to which clusters of similarly distributed

target words

do belong to the same syntactic category, some method of identifying such clusters (corresponding to regions in the space) is required. For purposes of assessment, we used a standard hierarchical

cluster

analysis

(Sokal

& Sneath,

1963), known

as average

link

clustering. The algorithm starts by combining items which are closest together according
to the similarity metric. Once items are combined a “cluster” is formed, which can itself be
clustered together with nearby items or other clusters. The distance between two clusters is
the mean of the distances between the members of each.
The result of this process is a hierarchical structure, with clusters at various scales. The
hierarchical

structure can be drawn as a dendrogrum, branching

from left to right (e.g., see
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Figure 1 below). Clusters correspond to nodes in the dendrogram,

and the tighter the cluster

(the more bunched its elements are in the space) the further the corresponding
the root of the tree (i.e., the similarity
increases

between

from left to right). This analysis

clusters, according

“cut” at a particular
corresponding

level of dissimilarity.

can also be
each

below the chosen level, and having as their

to their subordinate

ysis of the extent to which the similarity
relationships,

of the similarity

of contexts. The dendrogram

This results in a set of discrete categories,

to one of the nodes immediately

members the items corresponding

to the chosen metric,

allows a visual presentation

structure of the space of observed distributions

node is from

nodes. This allows quantitative

structure of the space corresponds

anal-

to syntactic

at a variety of scales.

The use of average link clustering

in particular

of specific variants of this kind of algorithm
be expected to produce similar results.

II.

is not crucial. There are a large number

(Sokal & Sneath, 1963), many of which may

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report a range of computational

experiments

using this method. We

begin by describing the corpus that we used as input to the distributional
method, the
benchmark classification the syntactic categories of words that we used to evaluate the performance of the method, and the scoring scheme that we used to assess the results of the
distributional
obtained

analysis

against the benchmark.

using this approach,

experiments

in qualitative

exploring psychologically

We then give an overview
terms, before describing

of the results

a series of specific

relevant properties of the distributional

method.

corpus
The experiments

described below were performed using transcribed

CHILDES database (MacWhinney

& Snow, 1985). CHILDES

lection of corpora of child and child-related

speech, transcribed

tors, and largely recorded in informal North American
English language transcriptions

involving

The resultant corpus contained

from nearly 6,000 speakers. The analysis
only. Whilst there is no guarantee

col-

by a number of investiga-

domestic settings. We used only the

non-impaired

ance by sex and age of speaker, taking this information
nying the transcriptions.

speech taken from the

is a machine-readable

speakers. We indexed each utterfrom the documentation

accompa-

several million words of speech,

described here was conducted

on adult speech

that the whole of the adult speech in the corpus was

child-directed, it would seem to form a fair representation of the speech to which a young
child might be exposed. The adult speech corpus comprised over 2.5 million words, from
over 3,000 speakers, roughly 2/3 of whom were female.
We did not clean up, or alter, the corpus in any way, apart from stripping away the
CHILDES coding information,
capitalization,
and punctuation.
The resulting corpus
retained boundaries between utterances, but each utterance was an unpunctuated list of
words. The corpus was rather noisy, with false starts, ungrammatical speech and made-up
words. Furthermore, since we deliberately did not preprocess the corpus, different transcriptions of the same word were treated as completely separate words, so that, for
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words,

as were mommy and

mummy. This large and noisy corpus of adult speech provides a full-scale
of the usefulness

of distributional

information

as a potential

Indeed, in some ways, the corpus presents a greater challenge
because the number

of speakers. dialects, constructions,

large. The language to which a single child, interacting

and realistic test

cue to linguistic

categories.

than that faced by children,

topics, and vocabulary

items is

with a small number of adults, is

exposed will tend to be much more homogeneous.
Benchmark

Classification

In order to gain some measure of the information
veyed by the distributional
for each word. Although

categories that is concategorisation

many words have more than one syntactic category, the method

described here does not distinguish
distribution

about grammatical

analysis, it is necessary to have some benchmark

between these, but clusters each word according to its

over all its contexts. Thus we chose as the benchmark

get word the syntactic category within which it most commonly
realise that syntactic ambiguity

classification

of each tar-

occurs. It is important

to

is a common feature, in English at least, and that at some

point, learners of English will have to accommodate
is not capable of distinguishing

between

multiple

to this. However, the current method
syntactic

categories.

All target words

were assigned their most common syntactic category, based on the classifications

obtained

from the Collins Cobuild lexical database (which contains frequency counts of words’ syntactic category over 15 million words of written English, and 1.5 million words of spoken
English). These are not necessarily the most frequent usage within the CHILDES corpus.
However, they do provide a gold standard of relatively
each word. Only the major syntactic categories
Table 1. There were no occurrences

unambiguous

were considered,

of simple contractions

categorizations

(e.g., g ‘day) in the sets of words

TABLE 1
The Ma/or Categories from the Collins Cobuild lexical Database,
Together with Examples of Each Category from the Set of Target Words,
and the Number of Target Words Assigned to Each Category
(On the Basis of their Most Frequent Reading According to the Database)

Cateaarv

ExamDie

n

noun

truck, card, hand

adjective

little, favorite,

numeral

two, ten, twelve

softly

407
81
10
239
3
52
60

between

21

white

verb

could, hope, empty

article

the, a, an

pronoun

you, whose,

adverb

rather,

preposition

in, around,

conjunction

cos, while,

interjection

oh, huh, wow

16

I’ll, can’t, there’s

58

simple

more

always,
and

Note. 44 words

9
0

contraction

complex contraction
remained

unclassified.

for

and these are shown in
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used in the experiments

reported below. The complex constructions

consisted of two main

types; pronoun + modal verb (e.g., you’re) and modal verb + negation
distinction

(e.g., couldn’t).

was made between these in the database (although some distinction

in the dendrogram).

No

was shown

Many highly frequent words in the corpus were not listed in the Col-

lins Cobuild database (for example, approximately

10% of the most frequent

1,000 words

in the corpus were not listed). These were mainly proper names (which were uncapitalised-the

database was case-sensitive),

playdough),

alternative

nouns with low frequency

transcriptions

(e.g., wannaa,

in adult language (e.g.,

hufta), interjections

woops, or nonwords such as da. Obvious proper names, alternative
frequency

nouns were classified appropriately

uous words (e.g., christmus,french,
The 44 unclassified

transcriptions,

by hand. Interjections,

in&an, tv) and non-words

target words were eliminated

such as oop, and
and low-

syntactically

ambig-

were all left unclassified.

from all further quantitative

analysis.

Scoring
In order to obtain a quantitative
of observed
benchmark

distributions

measure of the degree to which the structure of the space

of contexts

classification

(as reflected

of the syntactic

method. First, we “cut” the dendrogram
grouping

categories

in the dendrogram)

of words, we used the following

at a range of levels of dissimilarity,

of discrete sets of words. At one extreme,

words can be clustered

grouped into a single cluster. Clearly,
revealed when the dendrogram
with similar distributions
distributions

the interesting

is cut at intermediate

obtaining

a

where words must be very similar

indeed to be assigned to the same group, all clusters correspond
other extreme, where very dissimilar

agrees with the

to a single word. At the

together, then all items are

information

in the dendrogram

levels of dissimilarity,

is

where words

(to some degree) are grouped together, but words with dissimilar

are kept apart.

We can evaluate the degree to which the benchmark
the dendrogram

by considering

drogram agree with the benchmark.
degree to which two groupings

syntactic categories are reflected in

how much the various groups obtained by cutting the denTo do this, we require some way of “scoring”

of the same items are in agreement.

kinds of scoring. The first, derived from signal detection theory, is becoming
this area (Brent & Cartwright,

1997; Christiansen,

sists of two measures: One measure, accurucy,

the

We used two different

Allen & Seidenberg,

standard in

in press). This con-

is the proportion of pairs of items which are

grouped together in the derived groups which are also grouped together in the benchmark
groups. The other measure,
grouped by the benchmark

completeness,

is the proportion

of pairs of items which are

which are also grouped together in the derived groupings.

In the language of signal detection theory, a “hit” is a case when the derived grouping
correctly clusters a pair of words together (correctly in that they belong to the same category according to the benchmark),

a “miss” is where the derived grouping separates a pair

of words that should be clustered together, and a false alarm is where the derived grouping
clusters together a pair of words that belong to different benchmark
and completeness

can be calculated

straightforwardly

categories.

via the following

equations:

Accuracy
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Accuracy=

hits

+

ff;iz
a,_s.

Completeness = hits +h’zisses.
To understand

the significance

of accuracy and completeness,

consider the following

extreme cases. When all items are grouped into a single cluster, then 100% completeness
is achieved,

because every pair of items that the benchmark

grouped together by the derived grouping.

However,

although the pairs clustered by the benchmark

classifies

together are also

accuracy is extremely

low because

are grouped together in the derived group-

ing, so are all the other pairs, which the benchmark

treats as distinct. Conversely,

the case where all groups consist of a single item, except one, which contains
items, which are in the same category according to the benchmark.

consider
a pair of

For this grouping, accu-

racy is lOO%, because the only pair of items that the derived grouping clusters together is
correct according

to the benchmark.

Completeness

however, is very low, because all the

other pairs which are grouped together by the benchmark
derived grouping.

Notice that overall performance

are not grouped together in the

level depends on how well these goals

can be achieved simultaneously.
The second kind of scoring that we used was information-theoretic.
tion based scoring described
goodness of a classification
for each classification
cult. Specifically,

above yields two measures,

with respect to the benchmark.

makes comparing

The signal-detec-

which intuitively

the scores for two different classifications

when one classification

cation and the benchmark

(the information

(the information

conveyed

between the classifi-

that they share), as a percentage

by the classification

This measure reflects both accuracy and completeness.
or benchmark

should be traded

kind of scoring produces only one measure, avoid-

ing this problem. The measure of goodness is the mutual information
information

diffi-

has a higher accuracy, but a lower completeness

than a second, or vice versa, it is unclear how accuracy and completeness
off. This second information-theoretic

capture the

However, having two measures

of their joint

and the benchmark

Groupings

together).

in either classification

that are not reflected in the other (that is, both false alarms and misses) will

increase the joint information,
term informativeness,

and penalize

the measure.

This measure, which we shall

is given by:
Ii + ii - Iii

Informativeness =

ljj

where Zi is the amount of information
Ii =

in the classification,

as given by:

-Cp( i) log2 p(i) .

where p(i) is the probability
over the benchmark

that an item is clustered in cluster i. lj is calculated

categories. Zij is given by:

similarly,
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lij =

-Xp( ij) log2 p( ij)

.

ij

that an item occurs in cluster i and benchmark

where p(d) is the probability
To understand

how this measure relates to accuracy and completeness,

category j.

consider again

the extreme cases described above. When all items are grouped into a single cluster, Zi is
effectively

zero, and Zti = ‘j, so that informativeness

is also zero. Conversely,

ters consist of a single item except one, which consists

of a correctly

when all clus-

clustered

pair of

items, Zi will be high, but Zij will still be almost equal to $ + $, so that informativeness,
while not zero, will have a relatively

low value. Generally,

pairs of items) and correct rejections

(appropriately

will increase mutual information

both hits (correctly

separating

items of different

(Zi + $ - Zij>, and increase informativeness.

and misses will increase the amount of joint information
informativeness,

for clusterings

kinds)

False alarms

(Zg) and decrease informativeness.

In the results presented below, we report accuracy, completeness,
classifications,

grouped

and when comparing

at various levels of similarity.

The method

we describe does not provide any means of selecting an optimum level at which to cut the
hierarchy into discrete categories.
view distributional
to categorization

information

We do not regard this as a major obstacle, because we

as one of many sources of information

that will contribute

(which, as discussed above, need not necessarily

result in discrete cate-

gories). As long as distances in the space of observed distributions

of context carry infor-

mation

about

syntactic

relationships,

exploited by the mechanism
mechanism

responsible

then this distance

information

for category formation.

is likely to utilise the agreement

similarity

at which it is appropriate

sent a quantitative

information

information,

completeness,

and other

and the level of

to partition the space of observed distributions

text. Below we report results for accuracy,
mum” levels of similarity,

The category formation

between distributional

sources in order to decide how much to rely on distributional

can be usefully

and informativeness

of conat “opti-

where these levels were chosen by hand. These results repre-

upper bound on the utility of distributional

information

obtained from

the current method.
In order to show that the method genuinely
pare the method’s performance

does provide useful information,

we com-

against a random baseline. For each level of similarity,

we

held the number of derived clusters, and the number of members of each cluster constant,
but randomly

assigned items to derived clusters, and then calculated

ness, and informativeness

as above. This means that random baselines

afresh for each different analysis.

Moreover,

random baselines may differ considerably
concerning

must be calculated

we shall see below that the performance

to conduct statistical tests to determine

fered from baselines.

However, in practice this is not necessary,

analysis

the standard deviations

In principle,

it

whether results reliably dif-

is always very many standard deviations
of the baseline

of

between analyses, because these analyses differ

the number and size of clusters at each level of the dendrogram.

would be appropriate
distributional

accuracy, complete-

because the result of the
above baseline-indeed,

results are so small that they could not be shown

clearly in the figures presented below (e.g., Figure 7).
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Qualitative Description of Results
Before describing
qualitative

our quantitative

results, we first report the performance

method, but here we simply show some qualitative
have been shown to be work reasonably
the results shown here are reasonably
Specifically,
classified),
butional

of the method in

terms. Below we shall show the effect of varying a range of parameters

in the

results using parameter values which

well from our previous experimentation.

However

typical of those obtained using this family of methods.

we used the most frequent 1,000 words as the target words (the items to be

and the most frequent 150 words as context words (the items over which distri-

statistics are recorded). Context vectors for the next word, the next but one word,

the previous word and the previous but one word, were constructed
lion words of the CHILDES corpus. The four 150 dimensional
were strung together into a single 600 dimensional
Spearman’s

rank correlation

vector, which were compared

tain very few items-the

using

as outlined above.

Figure 1 shows the categories resulting when the dendrogram
level, the dendrogram

from the entire 2.5 mil-

vectors for each target word

is cut at level 0.8. At this

consists of 37 discrete clusters. However, the majority of these con12 clusters that contain

total. The 25 small clusters
higher level of dissimilarity.

generally

10 or more words contain 910 words in

merge appropriately

into the larger clusters

at a

However, space precludes showing all of the clusters here.

Pronouns,

E

Pronouns

+ Aux, Aux, Aux + Negation

WH-, WI-I- + Aux, Pronoun

(49

+ Aux (53)

Verb (105)
Verb (62)
Verb, Present Part. (50)
Determiner,

Possessive

Conjunction,

Interjection,

Pronoun

(29)

Proper Noun (91)

Proper Noun (19)
Preposition

(33)

Noun (3 17)
Adjective

(92)

Proper Noun (10)
Figure 1.

The discrete

The clusters

clusters

at a similarity

have been labelled
The number

level of 0.8 from the analysis

by hand with the syntactic categories

of items in each cluster

Only clusters

with

is shown

10 or more members

of the CHILDES

in parentheses.

are shown

corpus.

to which they correspond.
here.
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twh
y
i
a
ge

she
i’ll
let’s
ou’ll
1etus
it’ll
he’ll
Ypu’ve
I ve

we’ve
i’y ‘d
she’ll
they’ll
dori’t
didn’t
can’t
won’t
doesn’t
can
could
will

r

%z:
gonna
wanna
might
must
wouldn’t
haven’t
may
cann’t
couIdn’t
shouldn’t
to
?y 0,
ever
never
always
otta
a afta
usually

i

Figure 2.

The cluster

corresponding
and auxiliary

to “pronouns,
+ negation”

pronouns

in Figure

+ auxiliary,

auxiliary,

1

The labels in Figure I were chosen by us to convey some idea of the content of each
cluster. In order to illustrate the coherence of these clusters, we show a few selected (but
typical) samples here. Figure 2 shows the cluster corresponding to “pronouns, pronouns +
auxiliary verb, auxiliary verb, and auxiliary + negation” in Figure 1. It can be seen that
whilst some linguistically unrelated items intrude, the pattern of clustering intuitively captures some syntactic relationships. Figure 3 shows the clusters of 62 verbs and the cluster
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Figure 3.

The 62 word “verb” cluster, and the 50 word “present participles” cluster from Figure 1

of 50 present participles

from Figure I. These verb clusters tend to be very coherent-this

is equally true of the cluster of 105 verbs that we don’t show here. Figure 4 shows the cluster of “conjunctions,
interjections, and proper nouns” from Figure 1. It is unclear why a
separate cluster of proper nouns is also found elsewhere in the overall dendrogram.
the clustering

Given

of the names shown in Figure 4 it seems possible that these particular names
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The cluster of “coniunctions,

interjections,

and proper

nouns” from Figure

1
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house
rgk
ble
c?I*au
&
Zd
mouth
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truck
tree
room
ball
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Figure

5.

A subcluster

(which typically refer to individual

of the “Nouns”

cluster from Figure

children, such as the well-known

1

Adam and Eve), often

occurred as single word utterances. Figure 5 shows a subcluster of the 317 word noun cluster from Figure 1. Like the verb cluster, the noun grouping is highly coherent. This cluster
also shows clear evidence

that the method captures

some semantic

relationships,

most
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number
ice
peanut
chocolate
candy
toast
rice
sugar
corn
Figure 6.

clearly in the clustering

The “adjectives”

cluster from Figure

of food related items. Finally,

tives, again with some degree of semantic relatedness
and food related adjectives.

Although

1

Figure 6 shows a cluster of adjec-

evident with respect to color, number

many of these food related adjectives

thought of as nouns, they served as adjectives
the corpus (e.g., peanut butter).

are typically

(or as the first half of compound

nouns) in

ACQUIRING

SYNTACTIC

These results clearly illustrate that in a qualitative

sense, distributional

vides a valuable cue to syntactic category membership.
titative experiments,

investigating

449
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psychologically

information

Below we report a number of quan-

relevant manipulations

parameters of the method. This allows us to better assess the psychological
claim that children exploit distributional

information

pro-

in acquiring

of the input and
viability of the

syntactic categories.

Experiment 1: Different Contexts
We have shown qualitatively

that information

about the distribution

of contexts is informa-

tive about the syntactic category of lexical items. In order to exploit this information,
child must be able to detect the relevant relationships
cally important questions are which distributional

in the input. Therefore,

relationships

about syntactic categories, and can these relationships

be easily detected by the child? The
between the target word

of the two words to either side of the target. We now consider the

extent to which different notions of context are informative
investigate

psychologi-

provide useful information

above results were obtained using a particular set of relationships
and a context consisting

whether “preceding”

about syntactic categories. We

context is more or less informative

context, and how the informativeness
get word, in order to determine

than “succeeding”

of context words changes with distance from the tar-

which contextual

We first assessed the informativeness

information

of individual

would be useful to the child.

context items (i.e., positions in rela-

tion to the target word). Figure 7 (A, B, C, and D) shows results of our quantitative
with the first, second, third, and fourth succeeding
accuracy and completeness

context positions.

for one context position,

analysis

Each figure shows

where both accuracy and complete-

ness are compared with random baseline values (as discussed above). Specifically,
dom baseline
mentioned

the

scores are average

of 10 random

above, the standard deviations

allocations

the ran-

of items to categories.

As

of the results from these random allocations

are

too small to be shown clearly in Figure 7.
The overall pattern that emerges from Figure 7 is that the nearer the context position to
the target word, the more information
Thus, the context position immediately
some useful information:

it carries about the syntactic category of the target.
succeeding

When the dendrogram

racy is .42 and completeness

the target (Figure 7A) clearly provides

is cut at the 0.8 level of similarity,

accu-

~58, while the random baseline scores are .26 and .36 respec-

tively. However, the context positions which are more distant from the target word (Figure
7B-7D) are much less informative.
Looking at the results for the immediately
note that accuracy

does not diminish

succeeding

monotonically

word (Figure 7A) in more detail,

as the level of similarity

increases.

Rather, the accuracy curve is “humped.” This occurs because within the space of possible
distributions of context the words of the same syntactic category are clumped. As similarity
increases to the point where these clumps emerge as discrete clusters, accuracy receives a
large boost. This humped accuracy curve is a common feature of any of the analyses
reported below, and can be interpreted as indicating the level of the dendrogram at which
the correspondence between the clusters and syntactic categories is relatively good.”
Figure 8 (A, B, C, and D) shows results of our quantitative analysis with the first, second, third, and fourth preceding context positions. In general, preceding context appears to
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Standard deviations were too small to be shown.

be much more useful than succeeding

context. This is true for both the preceding word, and

the previous word but one. Beyond this window accuracy and completeness

approach the

random baseline level. As before, the shorter the distance between context position and target word, the more information
for the immediately
Having considered

about syntactic categories, with best results being obtained

preceding context position.
each context position in isolation,

we next examined

the effects of

considering multiple context positions. As outlined above, the context vectors for each
context position are simply strung together to form a representation of the overall context.
The general pattern of results was as follows. When the first and second succeeding context
positions were combined,
ond succeeding
two preceding

performance

was relatively poor, as expected given that the sec-

context position provides very little information.
context positions

cost of completeness:

resulted in considerable

At the 0.8 similarity

the

in accuracy, at the

level, accuracy and completeness

0.47 (with random baselines of .27 and .17). Completeness
texts (i.e., the third and fourth preceding

However, combining

improvement

were 0.72 and

dropped gradually if wider con-

words were included).

An intuitive

explanation

\-z
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Figure 8.

for why a very wide context does not lead to improved
positions, the syntactic relationships
the intervening
Although

results is that, for distant context

between target and context is highly variable, because

material may have so many different possible syntactic structures.
preceding

context was generally

the best results were obtained by combining

more informative

pleteness when the first preceding and succeeding
and two succeeding

than succeeding

context,

the two. Figure 9 shows accuracy and comcontext positions, and the two preceding

context positions were used as context. Here accuracy remains high at

all levels of the dendrogram

except the very highest. Increasing

context to the four context

positions either side of the target gave similar results for accuracy, but lower completeness,
and comparing

the one word either side and two words either side results shows that as

context is broadened,

completeness

decreases. Overall, then, two context positions

side of the target word typically gives good results for both completeness
and .45, versus baselines

of .27 and .I 5) at the 0.8 level of similarity.

either

and accuracy (.79

We therefore used this

context in the further analyses reported below. The results of the analyses reported below
can be regarded

as an approximation

of an upper bound on the utility of distributional
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Figure 9. Accuracy and completeness when the first preceding and succeeding words (A),
and the two preceding and succeeding words (6) are used as context. The accuracy curves
decrease as similarity increases, while the completeness curves increase. For both accuracy
and completeness, the lower of the two lines is the random baseline, averaged over
10 random simulations. Standard deviations were too small to be shown.

information.

We do not expect that the qualitative

pattern of results would differ substan-

tially were some other highly local context employed.
For purposes of comparison,
(calculated

Figure 9 also shows the scores in terms of informativeness

from Equation 3 above). Informativeness

racy and completeness
informativeness

measures,

occurring

captures something

of both the accu-

and shows a inverted U-shaped profile, with maximum

at a intermediate

level, close to the 0.8 level of similarity

where

the clustering is intuitively best. This measure reveals little difference between the clustering obtained from using two context positions to either side of the target and one context
position to either side of the target.
Experiment
tactic category

1 shows that highly local contexts are the most informative
and that the amount of information

they provide

concerning

is considerable.

synThese

results have interesting general significance for the feasibility of distributional analysis.
Although, as Pinker (1984) points out, there are an infinite number of possible distributional relationships

between

such as next word, preceding

words, the very small number
word, and preceding

of highly local relationships,

word but one, provide useful informa-
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tion about syntactic categories. Learners might be innately biased towards considering
these local contexts,

whether as a result of limited processing

1993) or as a result of a language-specific
mation about highly local relationships
plausible
domains

psychological

abilities

(e.g., see Elman,

bias. From any viewpoint,

infor-

between words could be picked up by a variety of
from a number

of

shows that both children and adults are highly sensitive to local dependencies

in

sequential

mechanisms.

representational

only

material (Cleeremans,

Moreover,

1996). Thus, the fact

appear to be most informative

gories suggests that the hypothetical
Having examined

evidence

1993; Saffran, Aslin & Newport,

that simple, highly local, relationships
problems for distributional

empirical

difficulties

about syntactic cate-

raised by Pinker do not appear to pose

learning in practice.

the effect of using different context positions,

we now consider how

the number of target and context words affects the efficacy of distributional

analysis.

Experiment 2: Varying the Number of Target and Context Words
The results above presuppose that the learner has a “vocabulary”
that the learner has to recognize
logical standpoint,

this raises two questions:

required for the distributional

of 1,000 target words, i.e.,

1,000 different target phonological

strings. From a psycho-

What number of target (and context) words is

method to be effective, and is this number realistic for the

child? To help answer these questions,

we varied the number of words that were used as

target and context items, keeping all other aspects of the analysis constant. In each analysis
we used the most frequently

occurring

items, varying the number of these items that were

used as target and context words. For reasons of space, we only sketch a general picture of
the results here.
The effect of the number of target words can be characterized
When the number of target words was very low, performance
most frequent words tend to be closed-class
distributional

learning

include many open-class

as an inverted U-shape.

was quite poor, because the

words, for which (as we shall see below) this

method is less effective.
words, and especially

As the number

of target words grew to

nouns and verbs, both accuracy and com-

pleteness increased. However beyond a certain number of target words accuracy and completeness
occurrences

tended

to gradually

decrease,

and so the distributional

as the additional

words have relatively

few

statistics are less reliable. Using our entire 2.5 million

word input corpus we observed a moderate decrease between 1,000 and 2,000 target words.
This is not to say that small numbers of target words cannot be successfully clusteredfor example, Kiss’s (1973) results, using only 31 target words show good qualitative
results. However Kiss’s 31 target words included many nouns and verbs. When we ran our
standard analysis using the same 3 1 target words that Kiss used, accuracy and completeness
(at the 0.8 level of similarity)

were 0.50 and 0.78 (with random baselines

of .27 and .44).

Varying the number of context words produced a similar inverted U-shape pattern. With
a very small number of context words (e.g., 10) performance was relatively poor, as many
target words did not cooccur with any of this small set. Increasing the number of context
words to 50 resulted in a large gain in performance. Further increases beyond this point
tended to trade increased accuracy for reduced completeness, and beyond 1.50 context
words both accuracy and completeness degraded gracefully. With 500 context words the
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method was still providing

some information,

the random baseline

but the difference

between the method and

was very small: with 1,000 target words accuracy and completeness

were .40 and 44, with random baselines

of .21 and .30.

In summary, then, the method works well even where there is a small vocabulary

of tar-

get and context words, as long as the set of target words are largely content rather than
function words. Although the child might not have access to 1,000 vocabulary
child applies distributional
successfully,

prior to the vocabulary
tactic categories
information

analysis

over its small productive

because this vocabulary
is extremely

limited,

vocabulary

knowledge

and hence even modest amounts

to account for the child’s knowledge.
will be approaching

found that the median productive

this will work

consists almost entirely of content words. Moreover,

spurt, the child’s syntax, and thus, presumably,

may be sufficient

child’s productive

vocabulary,

items, if the

vocabulary

of syn-

of distributional

By the third year, the

1,000 items (e.g., Bates et al., 1994,

for 28 month olds was just under 600 words)

and hence could in principle exploit the full power of the method.
It is also possible that, even when children’s
may have a more extensive knowledge

productive

vocabularies

are small, they

of the word forms in the language. It is possible that

the child may be able to segment the speech signal into a large number of identifiable
before understanding

the meaning

of the units (Jusczyk,

units,

1997). Jusczyk and Aslin (1995)

have shown that children who are exposed to novel words in isolation are able to recognize
these in continuous

speech, and moreover that children exposed to novel words in contin-

uous speech can recognize
assigning

them when presented

a semantics to these novel words, but nonetheless

occurrence,

which suggests that they are represented

occurs more generally

in language acquisition,

or context items in a distributional
knowledge

in isolation.

of meaning.

analysis,

appears to be sensitive to their

as abstract word-forms.

because

This raises the possibility

tactic classes at an early stage might be important

such analysis

that a reasonably

a correlation

does not presuppose
large-scale

spurt. Indeed, learning

distribuabout syn-

even to a child with limited productive

syntactic abilities, both for learning the syntax of its language,
(assuming

If this ability

such abstract units could be used as target

tional analysis might occur even before the vocabulary

to word-forms

The child has no way of

and in assigning

meanings

between syntactic category and meaning).

Experiment 3: For Which Classes is Distributional Information
of Value?
It is interesting to ask whether the distributional
information about different syntactic
classes obtained in our analyses reflects what is known about the order of children’s acquisition of particular
believed

categories.

to be acquired

In children,

the major open classes, noun and verb, are

first, with the noun class preceding

the verb class (Tomasello,

1992). Of course, this need not be a result of the use of distributional
of semantic information

would also predict this ordering of acquisition

information.

The use

(as the referent of a

noun is intuitively easier to discern than the referent of a verb, with both being easier than
the “referent” of a function word). However, we can ask whether an advantage for open
class items is consistent

with the use of distributional

information.
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TABLE 2
The Major Categories from the Collins Cobuild Lexical Databose, and Accuracy and
Completeness Scores (and Random Baseline Scores) at the 0.8 level of Similarity
Observed

Baseline

Class

n

Accuracy

noun

407

.90

.53

.43

.14

adjective

81

.38

.45

.09

.16

numerol

10

.09

.82

.02

.27

.72

.24

.25

.14

3

.lO

1 .oo

.Ol

.51

pronoun

52

.25

.24

.06

.14

adverb

60

.17

.18

-07

.16

preposition

21

.33

.53

.03

.16

9

.06

.33

.02

.24

interjection

16

.18

.67

.02

.20

complex contraction

58

.55

.47

.07

.17

956

.72

.47

.27

.17

verb

239

article

conjunction

Overall

Completeness

Accuracy

Completeness

We therefore broke down the results of the standard analysis reported above by syntactic category (i.e., we used a context consisting

of two words either side of the target, 150

context items, and 1,000 target items). Accuracy and completeness
rately for the members of each syntactic category (according
tion). Random baselines

for each category were calculated

The observed accuracy and completeness,
gram is cut at the 0.8 level of similarity,
similarity

were calculated

to the benchmark

sepa-

classifica-

similarly.

and the random baseline,

when the dendro-

are shown in Table 2. Although this is a level of

that we chose by hand, this general pattern applies to the dendrogram

as a whole.

The most obvious feature of these results is that nouns emerge as the class for which distributional

analysis

provides the most information,

data. Performance

for verbs is also impressive,

ness for verbs is relatively

low, reflecting

gram for this level of similarity)
similarity

level of 0.9, completeness

with developmental

the fact that in Figure 1 (the summary

verbs are broken

into three clusters.

for verbs increases to .69 (baseline

small decrease in accuracy (to .66, with baseline
words, performance

which is consistent

although less good than nouns. Complete-

on adjectives is moderately

.25). For the remainder

dendro-

At the higher
.46), with only a

of the open class

good but adverb performance

is relatively

poor. Overall, better results are obtained for content words than for function words which
is also consistent

with developmental

The figures for numerals
Figure 6, numerals

data.

at this level of similarity

are slightly misleading.

with accuracy and completeness

of .99 and .82 at the 0.7 level of similarity

.03

markedly

and .21). Accuracy

numerals

declines

at the 0.8 level of similarity

then become grouped with the adjectives.

are for the three word article class (consisting
possessive pronouns,
low accuracy.

As shown in

form a tight bunch with 100% accuracy at most levels of similarity,
of

only because the

The other slightly misleading

figures

of the, a, and an). These are clustered with

yielding perfect completeness

The figures for pronouns

(baselines

(above the 0.5 level of similarity),

are probably

an underestimate,

but

as the score is
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reduced by the presence of many pronoun + auxiliary forms (e.g., he’d) in the same cluster,
which are considered

to be complex contractions

In order to gain some intuition

by the benchmark.

regarding why distributional

for content words than for function

words, consider

information

is more useful

the kinds of contexts in which each

will appear. Content words will tend to have one of a small number of function

words as

their context. Although content words are typically much less frequent, their context is relatively predictable.

Function

words, on the other hand, are much more frequent, but will

tend to have content words as their context. Because there are many more content words,
the context of function
exploits regularities

words will be relatively

in the distribution

amorphous.

As the measure of similarity

of contexts, those words with predictable

contexts

will be clustered together much more accurately.

Experiment 4: Corpus Size
Distributional

analysis

requires

large amounts

of data, and we therefore

investigated

whether such analysis can be effective using the amounts of language input typically available to the child. In fact, children are exposed to a remarkably large amount of language.
Broen (1972) found that in free play with young children, mothers averaged 69.2 words per
minute. A conservative

minimum

lion words of child-directed

of one hour of free play per day would result in 1.5 mil-

speech annually.

Moreover,

the child will, in addition,

be

exposed to a very much larger amount of non-child-directed
speech. These figures are large
in relation to the two and a half million words used in the analyses above. Although availability of language
learning,

to the child is more than sufficient

it is nonetheless

interesting

to support effective distributional

to ask how much input is required for the method to

be effective.
In order to assess how much input was required to provide useful information,
analyses

with 100,000 words, 500,000 words, 1 million

words, and 2 million

we ran
words of

input. For all four analyses we used the two words either side of the target as context, and
the most frequent

1,000 and 150 words as target and context words. In all analyses

method provided more information

the

than the random baseline. However this advantage was

very slight for the 100,000 words simulation

(at the 0.8 level, accuracy and completeness

were .60 and .Ol, against baselines of .47 and .Ol). With 500,000 of input the advantage of
the distributional

analysis was more marked (.43 and .26 versus baselines

of .26 and .17),

but it was with l,OOO,OOOwords of input that the method really took off, with accuracy and
completeness of .72 and .42, (against baselines of .27 and .15). From here performance
increased gradually with increasing amounts of input, so that the results we report for the
full analysis are not a genuine upper bound: Given more input, it seems likely that some
small further increase in performance could be expected.
It is interesting to note that distributional learning of syntactic categories can nonetheless be useful with much less input. If the target items are open class, it is possible to divide
items into nouns and verbs even with as few as 15,000 words of child-directed speech
(Kiss, 1973). This indicates that distributional
learning may be useful at least to some
extent, even if the child disregards the overwhelming majority of the speech to which they
are exposed.
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Experiment 5: Utterance Boundaries
An unrealistic

feature of our distributional

analyses reported above is that they concatenate

language from different speakers into a single undifferentiated

speech stream. But the child

knows when one utterance ends, and another begins. This knowledge
aries might potentially
example,

utterances

provide

typically

additional

information

end with content,

about syntactic

rather than function,

word utterances tend to be nouns, especially names, interjections
tent words. Moreover, distributions

of utterance boundcategories.

For

words, and single

or more rarely other con-

that are measured across utterances

(particularly

when

there is a change of speaker) would be likely to contain a great deal of noise, because syntactic constraints

do not apply across utterances.

ysis above, but added utterance boundaries
We incorporated

utterance boundaries

We therefore repeated the standard anal-

information.
in two ways. First, we simply did not record con-

text items which were not in the same utterance
amount of noise in the analysis. This way of including
be criticized,

as the target. This should reduce the
utterance boundary information

however, because it does not exploit potential information

utterances-it

records

nothing

from those utterances.

method, where utterances boundaries
are explicitly

Hence,

are treated as an additional

from single word

we also used a second
lexical item-that

present in the corpus, and the utterance boundary

may

is, they

marker is also used as a

context item.
Figure 10 shows the informativeness
context was not measured
were explicitly

of classifications

across utterance

marked. We used the informativeness

to make the comparison

from our standard analysis, when

boundaries,

between classifications

and when utterance

measure (described

boundaries

above) in order

clearer. At the 0.8 level of similarity,

our

Standard

-

Explicit boundary markers
Within utterances only
Standard baseline
Explicit marker baseline
Within utterances baseline

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.7
0.4
0.5
0.6
Similarity Level

0.8

0.9

Figure
10.
The informativeness of the standard analysis, the same analysis without measuring
context across utterance boundaries, and analysis where utterance boundaries were explicitly
marked. Random baselines (as discussed in the text) are also shown for all three analyses.
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standard analysis provides more information

than the analyses taking utterance boundaries

into account. However, when the 0.7 level of similarity the advantage of the latter analyses
is clear. As well as improving

the informativeness

take account of utterance boundaries
captures the benchmark

of the classification,

the analyses that

shift the best level of the dendrogram

classification)

to a lower level of similarity.

information

recorded across utterance boundaries

information

improves classification,

effectively

(where it best

It appears that the

acts as noise. Removing

but marking utterance boundaries

this

provides very little

extra benefit.
The results above suggest that although the child could (and presumably
ance boundary
effectiveness

information

to constrain

of the distributional

distributional

analysis,

does) use utter-

this is not critical to the

analysis we propose.

Experiment 6: Frequency Versus Occurrence
The analyses that we have outlined assume that the child is sensitive to the (rank order of)
frequencies
plausible

with which a target word is paired with different context items. Although it is
that children

are sensitive

whether distributional
occurrence,

methods

to frequency

information,

where information

it is interesting

on occurrence,

to wonder

but not frequency

of

is recorded. We therefore repeated the standard analysis, but replaced all non-

zero frequency

counts between target and context items with the number

1, indicating

that

the target and context items were observed together.
A slight complication
is not a good similarity

to this analysis is that the Spearman

rank correlation

coefficient

metric between binary vectors, where there are only two possible

ranks. Therefore we used the overlap between vectors, known as the city-block

metric, as

a measure of similarity.
Figure 11 shows the results of the standard analysis (using frequency
the Spearman correlation),

of an analysis using frequency

metric, and of an analysis

using only occurrence

clearly show that using the city-block

information

and the city-block

information

and

and the city-block
metric. The results

measure (instead of the rank correlation)

leads to a

major decrement in performance. Nevertheless, the method still provides a considerable
amount of information about the syntactic categories of the target words. When frequency
information

is excluded altogether,

however, the amount of information

provided by the

method is very small, although still slightly greater than the random baseline.
Thus it appears that cooccurrence
syntactic

categories

information

in the absence of frequency

method works very much better when frequency

could still be used to constrain
information,
information

words’

but that this distributional
is included.

Experiment 7: Removing Function Words
Early child speech consists largely of content rather than function words (Bloom,
1970). This suggests the possibility that children might pay much more attention to
these words in comprehension.
If the child only attends to content words, then the language input available to the mechanism for acquiring syntactic categories may consist
of a stream of content words, with the function words effectively “edited out.” To
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Standard
Cityblock
Occurrence
Standard baseline
Cityblock baseline
Occurrence baseline

0.1

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Similarity Level
Figure 11.

The informativeness

of the standard

the cityblock metric for similarity,
and occurrence
Random

(as opposed

baselines

(as discussed

explore whether distributional
stripped

out the function

analysis,

and a third analysis

to frequency

the standard

of occurrence) to measure

in the text) are also shown

learning

analysis
context.

for all three analyses.

would be successful

words from our corpus,

using

using the cityblock metric,

in these circumstances,

but otherwise

ran the analyses

we
as

before.
Figure
benchmark,
removing

12 shows the informativeness
compared
function

against

of the resulting

the informativeness

dendrogram

of the standard

words does have a considerable

with respect to the
analysis.

Although

impact on the amount of information

provided by the method, the analysis still provides a considerable

amount of useful infor-

mation.

Experiment 8: Does Information About One Category
Help the Acquisition of the Others?
The analyses so far have embodied the assumption
cal items are derived simultaneously,

that the syntactic categories of all lexi-

using only distributional

information.

But, as we

noted at the outset, the child is likely to be able to exploit a variety of other cues, and these
may be used in concert with distributional

analysis. In particular,

what extent “hints” from other sources of information
assist distributional

it is interesting

to ask to

about a certain class of items might

analysis for the other classes. For example, semantic information

may

help the child identify the class of nouns, or the class of verbs, before the other syntactic
classes have been identified.

Alternatively,

frequency

information

fiable referent, might allow the child to group together function

or the lack of an identiwords (even though the

child may be unable to classify between function words, or to understand

their syntactic or
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Figure 12.

0.9

The informativeness

and when function
Random

0.8

words

baselines

of the standard

are completely

(as discussed

analysis,

excluded from the analysis.

in the text) are also shown.

semantic roles). To what extent would knowing these classes aid in learning about the other
syntactic categories.’ ’
One way of using information
replacing

about a particular class in our distributional

all words of a particular category with a symbol representing

analysis is by

that category. For

example, all nouns might be replaced with the category label NOUN. This has the advantage that contexts concerning
significance.

different nouns can be identified as having the same syntactic

But it also has the potential disadvantage

that information

about differences

between nouns (e.g., singular versus plural, count vs. mass nouns, and so on) is lost. We
repeated

our standard

analysis

with three variants:

all nouns

replaced

NOUN, all verbs replaced by the symbol VERB, and all function
nouns, prepositions,

and conjunctions)

by the symbol

words (articles, pro-

replaced by the symbol FUNCTION.

The results of

this analysis are shown in Figure 13.
Perhaps surprisingly,

all of these analyses reveal a slight decrement in performance

respect to the amount of syntactic information

concerning

classes. For example, when all nouns are grouped together, the remaining
accurately

discriminated,

discriminated

and vice versa. Moreover,

when function

may not be appropriate
analysis by collapsing

to integrate information

in exploiting

information

together.

These results suggest that it

from other sources into the distributional

distributional

about individual
information.

is to explore other ways in which non-distributional
grated with a distributional

analysis.

words are less

content words are slightly less well

sets of lexical items (and their frequency

gories. That is, frequency
important

words are classified

with

the members of other syntactic

counts) into discrete cate-

lexical items in all classes may be

An interesting

topic for future research

sources of information

might be inte-
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Figure 13.

0.9

Informativenessand baseline values

when all nouns

are replaced by a single

when all verbs ore replaced by a single symbol,
(articles,

pronouns,

prepositions,

for the standard

symbol

(“noun

analysis,

hints”),

and when all function

and conjunctions)

words

are replaced by a single symbol.

Experiment 9: Is Learning Easier with Child-Directed Input?
The analyses reported in this paper have been conducted using a corpus of speech to which
children were exposed. Much research on child-directed speech has stressed that language
used to children is different in terms of both vocabulary
mal adult-adult
adaptation

speech. Many researchers

and syntactic complexity

have suggested that “motherese”

represents

of the speech input to facilitate learning. This suggests the possibility

function of motherese may be to enhance the acquisition

from noran

that one

of syntactic categories. We there-

fore investigated whether the present distributional learning analyses are sensitive
difference between adult speech to children, and adult-adult speech.

to the

We compared our standard analysis on the CHILDES corpus with a similar analysis on
a corpus of conversational

adult-adult

speech taken from the British National

Corpus

(BNC). This material was recorded by the speakers in a variety of informal settings in the
United Kingdom. Although some of the materials may have involved speech to children,
the vast majority was comprised of adult-adult conversation. Like the CHILDES corpus,
the BNC is a large noisy corpus, with many speakers, dialects, constructions, topics, and
vocabulary items. We extracted speech from this corpus, selecting files (each containing a
transcription of a single session) at random, until we had a subset of the corpus which was
equal in size to the CHILDES corpus (2.57 million words). This corpus was preprocessed
in exactly the same manner as the CHILDES corpus
was removed, etc.). We then performed our standard
using the most frequent 1,000 words as targets, and
text, using two context positions to either side of the
isation for the BNC target words was derived from

(all punctuation and case information
distributional analysis on the corpus,
the most frequent 150 words as contarget word. The benchmark categorthe CELEX database, in exactly the
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Figure 14.

on the CHILDES

I

I

i

I

I

Informativeness

CHILDES

-

BNC

- - . CHILDES

baseline

......... BNC baseline

I

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Similarity Level

corpus,

-

0.8

ond boseline

and on materials

C

values for the standard

from the British

Nationol

analysis,

Corpus

(BNC).

same manner as for the CHILDES corpus. The results of the BNC and standard CHILDES
analysis are shown in Figure 14.
Clearly there is very little difference
slight advantage for the adult-adult
atively simplified

between

the two analyses,

with, if anything,

speech analysis. This is quite surprising,

nature of parental speech to children, which should in principle

more reliable statistics for the target words. One possible explanation
the adult language

in the CHILDES

corpus was dominated

a

given the relprovide

for this effect is that

by adult-adult

speech (even

though this speech was recorded in the presence of children, which is not generally true of
the BNC material). Regardless,
not dependent

on motherese, and is consistent

not use motherese
Gleitman,

this finding suggests that the distributional

do not acquire language

mechanism

with evidence that children whose carers do
any less quickly (e.g., Newport, Gleitman,

DISCUSSION

We have proposed a model of how children use distributional

information

to constrain

acquisition

of syntactic categories. This model uses highly local distributional

concerning

the immediately
l), is consistent

general (Experiment

preceding

and succeeding

items surrounding

with what is known about early vocabulary
children’s

syntactic development

The method learns using the input corpora of the order of magnitude
4), works whether or not utterance boundaries

ment 5), and crucially

the

information,

the target word
development

in

2) and is most effective for learning nouns, and then verbs, and least

effective for function words, mirroring
(Experiment

&

1977).

III.

(Experiment

is

(Experiment

3).

received by the child

are explicitly marked (Experi-

gains massive benefits from knowledge

of the frequency

of occur-
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rence (rather than the mere occurrence)
words (Experiment

of distributional
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relationships

between

6). The method still works, although slightly less well, when function

words are removed from the input (Experiment

7), and when sets of words are replaced in

the corpus by a syntactic category label (Experiment

S), and is as effective with adult-adult

speech as with the adult speech taken from the CHILDES corpus, containing
proportion

pairs of

of child-directed

speech (Experiment

model of syntactic category acquisition
an important contribution

a significant

9). The success of this distributional

suggests that distributional

to early language development.

information

may make

We now consider possible exten-

sions of this work.
We have explored the feasibility
priate to the acquisition

of a particular distributional

of syntactic categories for English. How widely does this particular

method apply? It seems likely that it will be most successful
strong word order constraints,
in many languages
principle,

method on a corpus approfor languages

since it uses sequential order information.

which have

Nonetheless,

(such as Italian and Russian) in which word order is relatively

there are somewhat

stereotypical,

though not obligatory,

even
free in

word order patterns,

which might suffice for some degree of success. An obstacle to a thorough cross-linguistic
study is that large machine-readable
of languages.

corpora are readily available for only a small number

One important line of future research is to appiy this and similar methods to

corpora of other languages

as they become available.

It seems likely that other distributional

measures or analyses may provide valuable clues

to syntactic classes, and that these might be used either in conjunction

with, or instead of,

the particular approach we outline here. For example, as discussed above, Maratsos (1988)
has suggested that a distributional
able source of such information.
marking (e.g., Turkish),
butional

analysis based on morphological
In, for example, languages

this may be a better source of information

analysis we have developed,

such a distributional

cues might be a valu-

which rely heavily on casethan the kind of distri-

which depends on word order constraints.

analysis requires that morphemes

can be identified,

To apply

and this may also

be possible by using distributional methods (e.g., Brent, 1993). It is also possible that the
importance of distributional information, as a whole, varies greatly from one language to
another. Although all languages may be similar at a deep level (e.g., Chomsky,
appear very different

at a superficial

sources, both distributional
superficial

1980), they

level. Hence we would expect that methods

and otherwise, used in finding linguistic

information

and

from this

level will likewise be highly variable across languages.

The general question
sources is an important

of how distributional
one. In particular,

information

phonological

can be integrated

information

with other

is an obvious candi-

date for both isolated and combined study, given the evidence concerning its value as a cue
to syntax (Kelly, 1992), and the relative simplicity of applying similar methods to phonologically transcribed corpora such as the Lund corpus (Svartvik & Quirk, 1980; see
Shillcock, Hicks, Cairns, Levy & Chater, in press). Again, the relative paucity of such cocpora (especially of languages other than English) is a current obstacle to this line of
enquiry. But it seems likely that constraints from a range of sources should make the learning problem significantly easier (see Christiansen, Allen, Seidenberg, in press, for related
discussion).
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The fine-grained

structure of the results above shows considerable

It is possible that distributional
meanings.

Indeed,

Gleitman

argued, could potentially
acquisition
(Schutze,

of verb

information

may have some influence

(1994) argues that syntactic

be acquired by distributional

meanings.

Within

semantic influence.
on learning

information

methods) might be important

computational

linguistics,

word

(which, we have
various

in the

researchers

1993; Tishby & Gorin, 1994) have found some degree of semantic relatedness

between words using simple distributional
has also been conducted
One limitation

ambiguous.

extended to allow this possibility.
observing

oriented work

of the current model, is that it takes no account of the fact that many

words are syntactically
ries, constrained

methods. More psychologically

by Lund and Burgess (1996).
It is interesting

It is possible that given an initial assignment

by the distributional

the variety of distributions

word which is sometimes

to consider how the model might be

analysis above, other categories

in which a word occurs. For example,

a noun, but very much more frequently

of catego-

can be learned by
consider

a

a verb, and hence is clus-

tered with other verbs. When this word is observed in a stereotypical

noun context, it may

be possible to infer that it can also function as a noun. One piece of evidence that this may
be possible is that comparing

context vectors based on a single occurrence

aged over many contexts may give significantly
egory (Redington,

above chance assignment

with those averof syntactic cat-

Chater & Finch, 1993). The critical question regarding

this approach is whether or not genuine secondary

the viability

of

readings can be obtained without con-

tamination

from other spurious readings. Additionally, of course, many other cues or methods might be used to identify a word’s multiple syntactic categories. 12

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a model of how children may use distributional
syntactic categories.
that distributional

Independent

information

in acquiring

of the details of our specific proposal, our results show

is a potentially

ries. No similarly successful demonstration
of constraint

information

powerful cue for learning

of the computational

on syntactic categories, whether phonological,

syntactic catego-

value of any other source

prosodic or semantic, has been

provided.
The use of distributional
guage acquisition.
believe

methods is often associated with empiricist

that distributional

analysis

may be a source of useful information

many aspects of language (see Redington
The use of distributional

nativist-empiricist

continuum.

child and for the researcher.

Language

in acquiring

& Chater, 1997, in press), but this by no means

implies that many other sources of information,
cially important.

approaches to lan-

As should be clear, our stance is neutral regarding this wider debate. We

including

information
acquisition

By focusing

innate constraints,

is consistent

are not cru-

with any point on the

poses difficult problems both for the

on simple

aspects of language,

and simple

approaches to how they may be learned, as we have done here, it may be that some concrete
progress may be possible.
aspects of linguistic

How far such simple methods may succeed in finding

structure is a matter for further empirical

investigation.

other
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This work is an example of a general approach, which focuses on quantitatively
ing the potential

contributions

structure. As well as providing
of information,

of information
feasibility

sources concerning

proofs concerning

assess-

aspects of linguistic

the utility of different sources

this research promises to form the basis for computationally

explicit mod-

els of specific aspects of language acquisition.
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NOTES
1.

In the context of syntactic category acquisition, this usage is standard in the literature. In other contexts, distributional information may be interpreted more broadly, to include, for example, the relation between a
word and its phonological constituents, or its extra-linguistic
contexts. This wider usage is inappropriate
here because it conflates the different sources of information that may be useful in learning syntactic categories, from phonological to semantic constraints.

2.

Pinker (1984) sees distributional
tion.

3.

Indeed, it is quite possible that the interaction of information sources may be crucial, if individual
are relatively weak when considered alone (see e.g., Christiansen, Allen & Seidenberg, in press).

4.

We thank two anonymous

5.

See Redington & Chater, in press, for further discussion
butional methods in language acquisition in general.

6.

For discussion
(1995).

7.

Specifically, the hidden unit activations associated with each occurrence of each item are averaged together.
A measure of similarity between each pair of items can then be derived by the Euclidean distance between
the average hidden unit values for each lexical item. The resulting matrix of similarities can then be clusteranalysed (Elman, 1990). Similar results have also been obtained without averaging hidden unit activations
across contexts (Elman, 1990).

8.

It is not clear whether a similar analysis applies when SRNs are trained on more complex grammars, involving, for example, aspects of recursion (Christiansen & Chater, 1997; Elman, 1991; Weckerly & Elman,
1992).

9.

We stress that, of course, full natural language syntax is immeasurably richer than sequential material which
has only bigram structure. Bigram statistics function here as a clue to aspects of syntactic structure, not as a
model of the language.

10.

Given another source of information about syntactic classes (e.g., phonological or semantic cues) the child
could use the detection of this “humped” pattern in determining at which level of similarity best corresponds
to syntactic categories.

11.

This analysis was suggested to us by Jenny Saffran, in relation to similar work by Mintz, Newport and Bever
(1995).
Recent work using a very different distributional method by Cartwright and Brent (1997) aims to address
this question.

12.

analysis as potentially

useful only when constrained

by semantic infonnasources

reviewers for pointing out this objection.

of the close relationship

of these and further objections to the role of distri-

of neural network and statistical methods see, for example, Chater
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